A STUDY OF IONIC ATOMS
Periodic trends tell us that some atoms gain electrons easily to obtain a stable
configuration; these atoms have a high electron affinity. These atoms are principally
found in nature as anions (ANN-eye-ons). Anions are atoms that have gained extra
electrons, and have overall negative charge. Examples include the halogens, such as
chlorine and bromine.
·

Atoms in the upper right section of the periodic table can easily form anions.

One of the most commonly-used periodic properties is electronegativity. A look at
the periodic table shows the high electronegativity of atoms in the upper right part of
the table. The relatively high positive charge in the nuclei of these atoms makes their
attraction for electrons very strong.

Figure IC1.1. Electronegativity in the periodic table.
Another thing to remember is that atoms towards the right hand side of the periodic
table are likely to gain enough electrons to attain the same electron configuration as a
noble gas.
The noble gases are exceptional in the periodic table because they do not easily
undergo reactions with other elements. In a chemical reaction, electrons are somehow
redistributed between atoms. The noble gases have particularly stable electron
configurations, however, and do not gain or lose electrons easily. This is true even

though they have high electronegativities; in the case of noble gases, high
electronegativity might be thought of as a measure of the stability of the electrons in
these elements. However, they have a "closed shell" configuration, meaning that any
additional electrons would have to go into a much higher energy level in the next
"shell". Other atoms can gain a similarly stable electron configuration by gaining or
losing electrons. For example, if oxygen gains two electrons, it attains the same
electron configuration as neon. Oxygen is frequently found as an O2- anion in many
compounds.
Periodic trends also tell us that some atoms lose electrons easily to obtain a stable
configuration; these atoms have a low ionization potential. These atoms are
principally found in nature as cations (CAT-eye-ons). Cations are atoms that have lost
electrons, so that they have an overall positive charge. Examples include the alkalis,
such as sodium and potassium.
·

Atoms in the vast expanses to the lower left part of the periodic table easily
become cations.

Just as some elements attain a noble gas configuration by gaining some extra
electrons, other elements can more easily gain that configuration by losing some
electrons. For a sodium atom, it is simply closer to get to the same configuration as
neon than it is to get to the same configuration as argon. Sodium is frequently found
as Na+ in many compounds.
In general, atoms that have an overall charge are called ions (EYE-ons). In an ion,
the number of protons in the nucleus is not exactly balanced by the number of
electrons, so there is either an overall positive or an overall negative charge on the
atom.
What happens to these atoms as they gain or lose an electron? Of course, having an
overall charge on an atom introduces an additional electrostatic problem. Two atoms
might not repel each other, but two cations would. In the electron sea model of
metals, metal cations exist in a block of metal. Those like charges should push the
metal cations away from each other, but most metals don't spontaneously fly apart
into tiny particles. The cations are partly held together by the presence of delocalized
electrons in the block of metal. The attraction of the delocalized electrons for the
metal cations offsets any repulsion between the metal cations.
For that reason, we will see that cations are generally found in the presence of
anions, and vice versa, so that repulsive forces between like-ions are balanced by
attractive forces with oppositely-charged ions.

Problem IC1.1.
Given the following pairs of atoms, which one is most likely to give up an
electron?
a) tantalum or vanadium
b) mercury or zinc
c) silicon or sulfur
d) tungsten or copper
Problem IC1.2.
Provide the electron configuration for the following atoms or ions (without using
the nobel gas abbreviation for the outermost shell). If the atom or ion has the
same electron configuration as a noble gas, state which noble gas it resembles.
a) Oxygen, O
b) oxide, O2c) calcium, Ca
d) calcium ion, Ca2+
e) aluminum, Al
f) aluminum ion, Al3+
g) nitrogen, N
h) nitride, N3i) chlorine, Cl
j) chloride, ClNotice the change in the name of chloride: frequently, when an element becomes an
anion, the end of its name changes to "ide". A chlorine atom that has an extra electron
is called a chloride ion. An oxygen atom with two extra electrons (to get to the same

electron configuration as neon) is called oxide. A nitrogen atom with three extra
electrons (to get to the same electron configuration as neon) is called nitride.
There are other changes that occur when an atom is ionized (when an atom loses or
gains an electron, becoming an ion). Cations tend to be relatively small. The higher
than normal ratio of positive to negative charge causes the remaining electrons to
contract towards the nucleus.
·

A cation is always smaller than a neutral atom of the same element.

Figure IC1.2. A cation is smaller than the atom from which it was formed.
For similar reasons, anions tend to be relatively large. The low ratio of positive to
negative charge causes the remaining electrons to repel each other more and expand
away from the nucleus.
·

An anion is always much larger than a neutral atom of the same element.

Figure IC1.3. An anion is larger than the atom from which it was formed.

As a result, many of the elements in the periodic table are very different in size
depending on whether they form cations or anions.

Figure IC1.4. Periodic table showing relative sizes of common ions. Cations are in blue;
anions are in red. In many cases, if multiple "oxidation states" or charges are possible, two
examples are shown.

In describing the size of an atom or ion, typically the radius is reported rather than the
diameter. Note that different units are sometimes used to report the measured sizes of
atoms or ions. The most common unit is an Angstrom, Å. An Angstrom is 10-10 m; it
is based on the metric system although it is not, strictly speaking, a metric unit.
Alternatively, sometimes atomic and ionic radii are reported in nanometers, nm (109
m) or picometers, pm (10-12 m). The reason for the prevalence of the Angstrom is
that this unit is about the size of an atom; most atoms have radii between 0.75 and 2
Å. An atom with a 1.0 Å radius has a radius of 100 pm, or 0.10 nm.
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